BibleTelling 101 Draw & Tell
Video Instruction Sheet
Preparation: It is recommended to use this course for groups of four people – or more.
Prior to the training, each student is to select and print a Bible story to learn.
This should not be a story they have learned before this workshop.
No two people should have the same story.
Each student will need extra paper and a pencil.
Format for this instruction sheet: The print in black is what is on the video.
The print in red is instructions for the group leader and students.
The entire workshop is 100 minutes long.
The numbers on the left are to help the group leader find the material in the video.
Zoom Class:
John Walsh started the workshop by telling the story “A Spring of Water.”
He welcomed the class and led in prayer.
4:30 He then gave general instructions for the workshop.
7:30 John talked about dividing a story into sections. [diagram 1]
8:30 |Pause Video| Students: Read your story twice and divide it into sections. (5 minutes)
9:00 John showed the drawings for his story. [diagram 2]
7:00 He then gave instructions for making drawings for each section of the story.
14:30 | Pause Video | Students: Sketch/draw something for each section of your story. (5 minutes)
15:00 John gave instructions for Breakout #1.
16:30 | Pause Video | BREAK OUT #1 – two students as partners
Students: Show your drawings to each other and explain how they fit the story. (3 minutes each)
17:00 John gave instructions for everyone to read their story one time.
17:30 | Pause Video | Students: Read your story one time (4)
18:00 John gave instructions for Breakout #2.
18:00 | Pause Video | BREAK OUT #2 – two new partners
Students: Tell your stories to each other – only looking at your drawings. (4 minutes each)
18:30 John gave instructions for students to read their story one more time.
19:00 | Pause Video | Students: Read your story one more time. (3 minutes)
19:30 John gave instructions for Breakout #3.
20:00 | Pause Video | BREAK OUT #3 – two new partners
Students: Tell your story to each other without looking at your story or your drawings.
After each telling, the partner says “My favorite part of your story was…”
(5 minutes each)

20:30 John Walsh talked about Requirement #1 for excelling at BibleTelling.
“Experience the power of a Bible story simply told.”
32:00 John gave instructions for Breakout #4.
32:30 | Pause Video | BREAK OUT #4 – four students in each group
Students: At least one person in each group is to tell of a time when
he/she experienced the power of a Bible story simply told. (4 minutes)
33:00 John Walsh talked about Requirement #2 for excelling at BibleTelling.
“Recruit Five Designated Listeners”
40:00 | Pause Video | Students: Make a list of people who might volunteer (on a weekly basis)
to listen to the stories you are learning. (3 minutes)
40:00 John gave instructions for Breakout #5.
40:30 | Pause Video | BREAK OUT #5 – four students in each group
Students: Each of you tell who is on your list of five potential listeners. (3 minutes)
41:00 John gave instructions on how to briefly review the story.
41:30 | Pause Video | Students: Quickly skim your story one more time. (2 minutes)
42:00 John gave instructions for next Breakout #6.
42:00 | Pause Video | BREAK OUT #6 – two new partners
Students: Tell your story to each other without looking at your story or your drawings.
After each telling, the partner says “My favorite part of your story was…”
(5 minutes each)
42:30 John Walsh: Closing comments, questions, discussion
45:30 End

